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Stock Transactions 

 

 

Dear user, 

 

You must make sure that you have read “Navigating the System” first before reading any other Clarity 

guides as without a good knowledge of the navigation you will not fully benefit from the features and 

shortcuts that Clarity will provide for you.  

 

Click here to read Navigating the System:  

 

https://dataflow.co.uk/images/uploads/release_notes/Clarity_-_Navigating_the_System_.pdf 

 

Also at the end of each guide, there may be a list of other supplements for further explanation of features 

within this routine.  

 

Enjoy exploring Clarity and please do not hesitate to suggest any improvement that you feel will be 

useful to add to this document. 

 

Warmest regards 

 

Dataflow (UK) Ltd 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://dataflow.co.uk/images/uploads/release_notes/Clarity_-_Navigating_the_System_.pdf
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The range of transaction options allow stock movements to be recorded using only the Stock Ledger.  

Sales Invoicing and Sales/Purchase Order Processing routines are available and they will no doubt be 

more appropriate to process stock movements, but circumstances may arise where the stock 

processing needs to be isolated to the Stock Ledger, this is where stock transaction option comes into 

effect.  

Before entering a Stock transaction ensure that the correct company is selected (highlighted below in 

yellow).  
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Receipts 

This routine enables you to record goods receipts for the selected company. Using this feature results 

with the physical and free stock balances for each selected stock being increased by the quantity 

received. 

If multiple stock locations exist Clarity will default to the last Location used where stock exists. Should 

you wish to override the defaulted Location click on the Location tab (highlighted below in yellow) and 

use the dropdown to choose an alternative. Likewise, if the stock record being entered is a tracked 

stock item ensure that the correct tracking information is entered within the information in the Tracking 

tab (highlighted below in orange). 

 

 

If warehouse Row and Bin areas are being used be sure to check that the Stock Receipts routine will 

be adjusting the balance for the correct Row and Bin (highlighted above in green). Clarity will always 

adopt the Row and Bin flagged as default if multiple Row and Bins exist. 

To change the Row and Bin selection use the right click Change bin option (highlighted below in yellow) 

and double click on the desired Row & Bin in the Bin Browse window (highlighted below in green). You 

may also use this feature to add new Row and Bin areas by using the Add button within the Bin Browse 

window. 

 

Use the Update button to complete the Receipt (highlighted below in orange). 
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Issues 

This routine enables you to Issue stock for the selected company. Using this feature results with the 

physical and free stock balances for each selected stock being reduced by the quantity issued. 

The quantity of goods issued can exceed the current free stock level resulting in a negative balance. 

If multiple stock locations exist Clarity will default to the last Location used where stock exists. Should 

you wish to override the defaulted Location click on the Location tab (highlighted below in yellow) and 

use the dropdown to choose an alternative. Likewise, if the stock record being entered is a tracked 

stock item ensure that the correct tracking information is being adjusted by reviewing the information in 

the Tracking tab (highlighted below in orange). 
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If warehouse Row and Bin areas are being used be sure check that the Stock Issues routine will be 

adjusting the balance for the correct Row and Bin (highlighted above in green). Clarity will always adopt 

the Row and Bin flagged as default if multiple Row and Bins exist. 

To change the Row and Bin selection use the right click Change bin option (highlighted below in yellow) 

and double click on the desired Row & Bin in the Bin Browse window (highlighted below in green). You 

may also use this feature to add new Row and Bin areas by using the Add button within the Bin Browse 

window. 

Use the Update button to complete the Receipt (highlighted below in orange). 
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Returns 

This routine enables you to create a stock return for the selected company. Using this feature results 

with the physical and free stock balances for each selected stock being reduced by the quantity 

returned. 

If multiple stock locations exist Clarity will default to the last Location used where stock exists. Should 

you wish to override the defaulted Location click on the Location tab (highlighted below in yellow) and 

use the dropdown to choose an alternative. Likewise, if the stock record being entered is a tracked 

stock item ensure that the correct tracking information is entered within the information in the Tracking 

tab (highlighted below in orange). 
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If warehouse Row and Bin areas are being used be sure to check that the Stock Returns routine will be 

adjusting the balance for the correct Row and Bin (highlighted above in green). Clarity will always adopt 

the Row and Bin flagged as default if multiple Row and Bins exist. 

To change the Row and Bin selection use the right click Change bin option (highlighted below in yellow) 

and double click on the desired Row & Bin in the Bin Browse window (highlighted below in green). You 

may also use this feature to add new Row and Bin areas by using the Add button within the Bin Browse 

window. 

Use the Update button to complete the Receipt (highlighted below in orange). 
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Stock Take 

Use this routine to record the results of Stock Take activity for the selected company. 

If the quantity value being entered is not equal to the current physical balance for that stock record 

Clarity will automatically post an adjustment for the difference. Example: the current physical stock 

balance is reading 100 and stock take is made for 94, Clarity will post an adjustment of -6 to bring the 

physical balance into agreement with the recorded stock take figure.  

Also, free stock balances may be increased or reduced as a result of declaring the physical stock count 

for each item. The stock enquiry shows a separate total for adjustment entries (the difference given by 

deducting the system’s free stock figure from the new figure recorded here) on a period basis. 

If multiple stock locations exist Clarity will default to the last Location used where stock exists. Should 

you wish to override the defaulted Location click on the Location tab (highlighted below in yellow) and 

use the dropdown to choose an alternative. Likewise, if the stock record being entered is a tracked 

stock item ensure that the correct tracking information is entered within the information in the Tracking 

tab (highlighted below in orange). 
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If warehouse Row and Bin areas are being used be sure to check that the Stock Take routine will be 

adjusting the balance for the correct Row and Bin (highlighted above in green). Clarity will always adopt 

the Row and Bin flagged as default if multiple Row and Bins exist. 

To change the Row and Bin selection use the right click Change bin option (highlighted below in yellow) 

and double click on the desired Row & Bin in the Bin Browse window (highlighted below in green). You 

may also use this feature to add new Row and Bin areas by using the Add button within the Bin Browse 

window. 

Use the Update button to complete the Receipt (highlighted below in orange). 
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Take on Balances 

The Take-on Balances routine is used for new stock records to record their first opening quantity 

balance for the selected company. 

This option cannot be used for stock codes where a movement has been previously recorded. 

If multiple stock locations exist Clarity will default to the last Location used where stock exists. Should 

you wish to override the defaulted Location click on the Location tab (highlighted below in yellow) and 

use the dropdown to choose an alternative. Likewise, if the stock record being entered is a tracked 

stock item ensure that the correct tracking information is entered within the information in the Tracking 

tab (highlighted below in orange). 
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If warehouse Row and Bin areas are being used Clarity will automatically assign the Row & Bin set as 

the system default when recording balances for the first time for a Stock record.  

Be sure to check that the selected Row and Bin the Stock Take-on Balances routine will be placing the 

stock balance is the correct Row and Bin (highlighted above in green).  

As no stock balance has previously been recorded for this stock record no other Row & Bin areas are 

associated. To add associated Row and Bin areas use the right click Change bin option (highlighted 

below in yellow) and use the Add button to create and set the desired Row & Bin. You can also use this 

window to set the default Row & Bin in which case Clarity will always adopt that Row & Bin for future 

entries for that stock record. 

Use the Update button to complete the Stock Take (highlighted below in orange). 
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Receipts, Issues, Returns, Stock Take and Take-on Balances 

The Receipts, Issues, Returns, Stock Take and Take-on Balances transaction options all have the right 

click option to Paste or Open (highlighted below in green). 

You can use the Paste or Open options provided that there’s a pre-saved import structure established 

for the type of transaction you’re looking to use these two functions with. Instruction on how to create a 

saved import structure can be found in the Data Import guide. 
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The Paste option uses the Windows copy & Paste clipboard function to paste data you’ve copied to the 

Windows clipboard into the Clarity Stock Receipts grid.  

Once you’ve copied your data from excel (for example) to the Windows clipboard and selected the right 

click option Paste, a Data Import window will open. From here you can select which pre-saved import 

structure you wish to use (highlighted below in orange).  

From the example below you can see that the sequence of the information I pasted in from Excel does 

not agree with the order of the columns i.e. the date, reference and quantity are not showing in their 

corresponding columns. I can go back to Excel and re-order the information or I can choose to tweak 

the order of columns in Clarity for this import.  

To tweak the order of the import column click on the Re-order button (highlighted below in yellow). 

The minimum selection requirement will be the stock code, Transaction date, reference and quantity. 

The pasted/opened information can be edited and appended to once the information is displayed within 

the transaction window. 

 

Clicking on the Re-order button opens a new Select Fields window here you can adjust the column 

order.  

Within the Select Fields window firstly click on the field you wish to move, in this example Quantity 

(highlighted below in green), then use the central up and down arrows (highlighted below in yellow) to 

reposition the Quantity field so it agrees with the column position for that field. 

Once the information is presented in the corresponding columns click on the Close button to close the 

Select Fields window (highlighted below in blue). Click the OK button to import the data (highlighted 

below in red).  

If required you can also add additional information to your import by moving the relating fields from the 

Available section to the Selected section by clicking on the required field and using the central arrows 
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(highlighted below in purple). You can also use these arrows to omit unnecessary fields from the 

Selected section. 

 

 

Be sure to review the information once the data has been imported ensuring that there are no mistakes.  

Once the information exists within the transaction window the process of completing the transaction is 

exactly the same as if the information had been manually entered. Additonal lines can be manually 

entered within the same batch if required. The imported information can also be manually amended or 

removed if required. Below is how the information appears after it’s bought in using the Paste routine, 

no different to how it would appear if it were manually entered. 
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There is a minimum field selection requirement for the Paste and Open options. These fields are stock 

code, Transaction date, reference and quantity. Attempting to import data not meeting the minimum 

information will result in a red dot against that entry. Holding the mouse cursor over the red dot presents 

error information detailing the reason for the error, an example of this error below. 
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The right click Open option is a similar process to the Paste routine instead you’re choosing import the 

data from a pre-saved file and browse to the file location rather than pasting information into the window 

with the file open. 

 

Build Kit 

The build kits transaction option allows the creation of a separate product using components you have 

in stock.  

Example: Roasted plain Almonds, salt and jar or bags are in stock. Using specific quantities of those 

components you can build quantities of ‘Salted roasted Almonds’, increasing the available quality count 

of Salted roasted Almonds and reducing the quantities of the components used to create the Salted 

Roasted Almonds. 

If multiple stock locations exist Clarity will default to the last Location used where stock exists. Should 

you wish to override the defaulted Location click on the Location tab (highlighted below in yellow) and 

use the dropdown to choose an alternative. 

Select the kit you wish to build via the Code drop down (highlighted below in green). Enter a reference 

into the Reference field and enter the number of Packs you wish to build into the Packs field (highlighted 

below in blue). 
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Once you’ve chosen the kit code and the quantity you wish to create click on the Process button 

(highlighted above in red). Clarity will then calculate which components are required, how many of each 

component is required and perform a check to establish whether there is sufficient stock available of 

each required component to fulfil the request. 

If there are sufficient quantities available of each component to fulfil the request the components along 

with their required quantities are then listed within the grid. 

The Row and Bin where Clarity will be drawing the stock from is also detailed within the grid. Clarity will 

first attempt to draw from the default Row and Bin. If there is insufficient stock within the default Clarity 

will attempt to draw from any other Row & Bin associated with that component stock code. 

 

If there’s insufficient stock available of a component Clarity will notify you.  
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If a component is tracked the Tracking tab (highlighted below in green) will list all available tracked 

batches and remaining quantities within each batch available to draw from.  

Clarity will automatically adopt first in first out and draw from the available quantities from the earliest 

batches. You can override Clarity’s automatic selection by manually typing in the quantity against the 

batch you wish to use (highlighted below in yellow).  

The quantity entered must agree with the number of packs being issued so you will need to zero out 

the quantity of the auto selected batch before you’re able to re-distribute against a different batch 

number. 
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Click the update button to complete Build Kit process (highlighted below in yellow). 
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Clicking Update will generate a window containing all of the batch information including the tracking 

references for those components that are tracked. Simply click on the Close button (highlighted below 

in green) to close the batch window. 

 

Closing the Batch window will generate the Print batch listing prompt. Click yes or no to complete the 

process. 
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Works Order Processing 

Creates works orders for the making up of kits. 

 

Works Order 

 

The Works Order Processing window allows for the creation of projects involving the building of kits. 

You can create the job without taking the stock to build the kit at the point the job is created.  

You can also part issue a Works order meaning you can set the required kit quantity for the Works order 

but only build the number of kits you have sufficient stock for. The Work Order will be flagged as part 

issued and identify the kit quantity remaining to fulfil the Works Order. 
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In the example below I’m choosing to create a Works Order for salted Almonds. The Kit code of 

ALMONDS SALTED already exists and the components used to create the ALMONDS SALTED kit are 

ALMONDS and SALT.  

Click the Add button to create the Works Order (highlighted below in green). Enter the Kit code, 

reference, any relating notes, the number of packs required, the transaction date and due date.  

Click Update to complete the Works Order (highlighted below in yellow). 
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My Works order now appears as outstanding within the Works Orders Browse window (highlighted 

below in yellow.  

 

Once the Works Order exists you can use the Process button (highlighted below in yellow) to create 

the number of Salted Almonds packs using the available quantities of the Almonds and Salt.  

 

In this example Clarity is warning me that there’s insufficient quantities of stock code ALMONDS 

available to satisfy the number of packs I need, which is 7 packs (highlighted below in green). 
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Having checked the available stock, I know there’s sufficient ALMONDS in stock to produce 6 kg of 

ALMONDS SALTED. So, I change the Packs quantity from 7 to 6 (highlighted below in green) and click 

on the Process button (highlighted below in yellow).  

 

By clicking Process Clarity draws from the available stock for the ALMONDS SALTED components and 

creates 6 packs of ALMONDS SALTED. This is identified below by the Type column (highlighted below 

in orange), ISS (Issuing stock out) and REC (Receiving stock). 

 

 

Clarity will default to the last Location used where stock exists. Should you wish to override the defaulted 

Location click on the Location tab (highlighted below in green) and use the dropdown to choose an 

alternative. 
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The components used to make the ALMONDS SALTED are Batch Tracked. There’s a Tracking tab 

(highlighted below in green) listing all available batches and remaining quantities in each batch 

available to draw from. Clarity will automatically adopt first in first out and draw from the available 

quantities from the earliest batches. You can override Clarity’s automatic selection by manually typing 

in the quantity against the batch you wish to use (highlighted below in yellow). The sum of the quantity, 

or quantities, entered must agree with the number of packs being issued, so you before you select an 

alternative batch to draw the stock from will need to ensure that you zero out the quantity of the auto 

selected batch before you’re able to re-distribute against a different batch number. 
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Click Update to complete the Works Order (highlighted below in yellow). A confirmation dialogue will 

appear once the batch is updated. 

 

The status of my Works Order has now changed from Outstanding to Part Issued (highlighted below in 

green). It reads Part Issued because only 6 out of the 7 packs have been issued, leaving 1 outstanding 

(highlighted below in yellow). 
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Click on the Process button again (highlighted below in yellow) and a Works Order for the remaining 

quantity is raised. 
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Once the remaining quantity is updated the status of the Works Order adjusts accordingly to Converted 

(highlighted below in yellow). 

 

The default view for the Works Order Browse window is to display Outstanding and Part Issued. I have 

used the Filter tab to adjust the view to display my converted document (highlighted below in green). 

 

 

There are various right click options available within Works Order Browse window. Some of those 

options will only be relevant depending on the status of the transaction you right click on, such as View 

details (highlighted below in yellow). This option will display the batches associated with the chosen 

Works Order.  

 

Within the Works order details window there are additional right click options, one of which is Reverse 

batch (highlighted below in green). Selecting the Reverse option will present a dialogue window 

requesting action confirmation.  
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Should you commit that batch reversal the selected batch will be reversed, a new batch will be 

automatically generated showing the movement (highlighted below in yellow), the batch it reversed 

(highlighted below in green) and the stock quantity used to create that batch will be returned to the 

stock code available balance (highlighted below in blue). 

 

A print prompt for the batch reversal will appear once batch reversal is complete. 
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Now part of the Works Order has been reversed the status of that Works Order has now changed from 

Converted to Part Issued (highlighted below in green) and the Oustanding Packs quantity now reads 1 

(highlighted below in yellow). 

 

 

If an attempt Is made to reverse a batch containing a batch tracking number that has since been sold 

and therefore no longer in stock Clarity will generate the error shown below identifying the Kit code in 

question.   
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Batch Tracking 

 

 

Clarity’s stock batch tracking provides traceability for a stock records journey. The facility allows you to 

trace which supplier provided a batch, to whom that batch was sold to and whether you have any 

remaining stock of that specific batch.  

 

To start using the Batch Tracking facility you must first set some parameters. The first of these 

parameters are located within the System tab (yellow arrow below). Within the System tab click on the 

General Setup option within the Stock Ledger section (green arrow below) and choose the Ledger 

Setup option (highlighted below in red).  

 

There are two parameters available in the Stock Ledger Setup window. 

 

If Unique our Batch number (highlighted below in yellow) is ticked Clarity will not allow you to receive 

stock using a batch number that has already been used in the past. 

 

If Auto batch tracked batch numbers (highlighted below in green) is ticked Clarity will automatically 

assign a batch number when creating Kits or Kit sub-components. N.B. this parameter is only applicable 

to Kits. The value in the Next tracked batch number field will be the next batch number for the Kit or Kit 

sub-component (highlighted below in blue). 
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Click            to save any changes to the settings.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

For a stock record to be batch tracked it needs to be set as batch tracked. To set an item as batch 

tracked navigate to the Stock ledger (red arrow below), click on            to create a new stock code and 

tick the Batch tracked parameter (highlighted below in yellow). 

You can set an existing stock code as batch tracked proving that there’s no pre-existing transaction 

history attached to that stock record. 
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It’s easy to quickly identify batch tracked stock records from the Stock Browse window using the 

Tracked column. You can sort ascending or descending by clicking on the column header (highlighted 

below in green). 

 

You can also use the Stock Enquiry filter to only display batch tracked stock records within the browse 

grid. To apply the filter click on the Filters tab (highlighted below in yellow) and tick the Tracked 

parameter (highlighted below in green). 

 

Click the Clear filter button to quickly disable any grid filters (highlighted below in red). 
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Once a Stock record has been set as Batch tracked you can start recording transactions. The example 

below is a Purchase Order. Once a stock record that has been set as a Batch Tracked item a Tracking 

tab will appear (highlighted below in red). Use this tab to enter the Tracking Ref. (highlighted below in 

yellow) and the Quantity (highlighted below in green). The sum of the tracked quantity must agree with 

the quantity of stock being ordered (highlighted below in blue). N.B. for Purchase and Sales Orders the 

Tracking tab will only appear for tracked stock records when creating Delivery notes or Invoices (when 

Invoiced directly from Order and bypassing the delivery note stage). 

  

You can also define whether the tracking information being entered is provided by the supplier or 

whether it’s an internal batch number reference by clicking the Ref. Kind dropdown (highlighted below 

in orange) and choosing between Supplier or Ours. Clarity will automatically prefix the entered Tracking 

Ref. with either SUP: or OUR: depending on which option was chosen via the Ref. Kind dropdown. 
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If required you can enter multiple tracking references for a single transaction line. For example: in the 

example above the quantity of 10 has a single tracking reference (SUP:2015). In the example below I 

have split the quantity of 10 over three tracking references (highlighted below in yellow). To enter 

additional tracking references simply right click the mouse within the tracking grid and choose Add line 

(highlighted below in green). You can also remove lines using the right click menu. 

 

You can add as many tracking references as you wish providing that the overall tracking ref. quantity 

sum and quantity ordered value end up being equal. 
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Once tracking information exists for a stock record you can view the tracking information via the Stock 

Browse window. Right click on the chosen stock record and chose View tracking (highlighted below in 

yellow). 

 

For reference I’ve chosen to view the tracking information for the same stock record I’ve used in the 

Purchase Order delivery note above. You can see my Tracking Reference SUP:2015 for a quantity of 

10 (highlighted below in yellow). The line highlighted below in green are the movement details relating 

to SUP:2015 which at present includes a single receipt (REC highlighted below in red). 
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Once tracking information exists for a stock record customer transactions can be entered. Below is an 

example of a Sales Order delivery for the same stock record I’ve used in the examples above (200RA10-

Rice). Start the Sales Order delivery process as normal by clicking on the Deliver button on a Sales 

Order. 

 

The order quantity was 108 (highlighted below in red). My previous Purchase Order Receipt for 

200RA10-Rice was only for a quantity of 10 (SUP:2015) so I’ll need make up the difference by using 

quantities associated with another tracking reference.  

 

I’ve decided to take 8 from my Tracking Ref. SUP:2015 (highlighted below in yellow) and the remaining 

100 from an existing Tracking Ref. SUP:10440 (highlighted below in green), This makes up my required 

108 quantity. You can see the available quantities you’re able to draw from for each tracking reference 

below within the Available column (highlighted below in orange). 

 

 

 

N.B. It isn’t necessary to define which tracking references are used when creating a sales transaction 

for a Batch tracking Stock record. Clarity will automatically adopt a first in first out approach when 

assigning stock from tracked batches. The above was an example should you chose to define the sale 

of specific batches of a stock item. 

 

Should for any reason Clarity calculate an imbalance between the attempted delivery quantity and the 

relating tracking information a message will be displayed. Example below: 
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Having now delivered my Sales Order I’ve gone back to review the tracking information via the Stock 

Browse window (View Tracking right click option). 

 

My Tracking Reference SUP:2015 for a quantity of 10 (highlighted below in yellow) is the selected line 

and you can now see a DEL (highlighted below in red) within the lower details section for that tracking 

reference (highlighted below in green). N.B. The DEL relates to my Sales Order delivery example 

above. 

 

You can also see that the available quantities (highlighted below in blue) for tracking references 

SUP:2015 and SUP:10440 have been reduced by the quantity sold by my Sales order delivery. You 

can also see that there are now only 2 remaining available from my original 10 from batch SUP:2015 

and batch SUP:10440 is sold out with zero available (highlighted below in orange). 
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There are various filter options available when viewing the tracking history window. These filters are 

located within the Filter tab (highlighted below in green). 

 

One of the options is to Exclude zero available (highlighted below in yellow). This parameter hides any 

transaction references that have no available stock to use. Note that the tracking reference SUP:10440 

from the example above is no longer visible in the image below as it has no available stock. 

 

Clarity will default to this parameter being ticked and a narrative will be displayed on the footer of the 

window when in operation (highlighted below in orange). 
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Another filter parameter is Show batch details (highlighted below in yellow). This parameter displays 

additional information relating to the tracking reference such as the system Batch and Audit numbers 

(highlighted below in green). 

 

You can quickly clear the filters at any time by clicking the Clear filter button (highlighted above in blue). 
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There’s also a Print History button on the footer of the Tracking history window (highlighted above in 

red). The report displays the movements of the selected tracking reference. An example of this report 

is shown below: 

 

 

 

There are additional guides available for the Stock Ledger, Click the links below to download these 

guides: 

 

Stock Browse  

 

Stock Batch Tracking 

 

Stock Prices and Price Categories 

 

Stock Measurements 

 

Stock Groups 

 

 

 

https://www.dataflow.co.uk/images/uploads/release_notes/Stock_Browse.pdf
https://www.dataflow.co.uk/images/uploads/release_notes/Stock_Batch_Tracking.pdf
https://www.dataflow.co.uk/images/uploads/release_notes/Stock_Prices_and_Prices_Categories.pdf
https://www.dataflow.co.uk/images/uploads/release_notes/Stock_Measurements.pdf
https://www.dataflow.co.uk/images/uploads/release_notes/Stock_Groups.pdf

